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Abstract 

Traditional advertising has decreased while product placement in, for example, movies has 

increased. This has led to a problem, which is that viewers can perceive product placement as 

something negative. Product placement enhances viewers’ ability to recognize brands and 

products after watching a movie, while the placements can be congruent or incongruent. This 

study examines how brand recognition is produced and how congruence of a placement can 

affect audience acceptance. In response to this, a case study was conducted with embedded units 

consisting of three focus groups where the authors proceeded from a semi-structured interview 

guide. The study’s result was that five factors; irritation, familiarity, lack of excitement, 

unnecessary and iconic can impact how brand recognition is generated, based on the results of 

the focus groups. The study also resulted in placements that are congruent to the audience are 

accepted, while non-accepting placements are incongruent. A placement’s congruence is 

affected by the factors; expectancy and relevancy, perceived fit and individual judgements, and 

plot connection. 

 

Keywords: product placement, congruence, brand recognition, audience acceptance, top-

grossing Hollywood movies 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Sammanfattning  

Traditionell reklam har minskat medan produktplacering i exempelvis filmer har ökat. Detta har 

lett till ett problem, vilket är att tittarna kan uppfatta produktplaceringen som något negativt. 

Produktplacering kan leda till att tittarna känner igen märken och produkter efter att det har sett 

en film och deras placeringar kan vara passande eller opassande. Den här studien undersöker hur 

varumärkesigenkänning uppstår och hur en placerings överensstämmelse kan påverka tittarnas 

accepterande. För att svara på detta gjordes en fallstudie med inbäddade enheter som bestod av 

tre fokusgrupper där författarna utgick från en semistrukturerad intervjuguide. Studiens resultat 

var att fem faktorer; irritation, bekantskap, brist på spänning, onödighet och ikoniskt påverkade 

hur varumärkesigenkänning uppstår baserat på resultatet från fokusgrupperna. Studien 

resulterade även i att de placeringar tittarna fann passande till filmen är accepterade, medan 

placeringar som inte är accepterande är opassande. En placerings överensstämmelse påverkas av 

faktorerna; förväntning och relevans, uppfattad lämplighet och individuella bedömningar och 

huruvida en placering är kopplad till handlingen.   

 

Nyckelord: produktplacering, varumärkesigenkänning, överensstämmelse, tittarnas 

accepterande, bästsäljande Hollywoodfilmer 
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1. Introduction 

This chapter will present product placement as an area of research. To start with, the thesis will 

introduce a background including global marketing, the marketing mix with the promotion tool 

as its main focus, integrated marketing communications, the communication process, and 

product placement. The background is followed by a problem discussion, the overall purpose, 

and the research questions of the thesis.    

1.1. Background  

Globalization provides companies with opportunities and challenges from a marketing 

perspective when executives determine to present their services and products across borders. In 

order to pursue global market opportunities, a company’s global marketing strategy addresses 

whether a standardization or adaptation approach should be used for each marketing mix 

element. (Keegan & Green, 2017)  

Marketers must manage the four P’s in the traditional marketing mix in order to influence the 

customer's purchase behavior. These four P’s are product, price, place, and promotion. (Kotler, 

2011) The promotion P consists of advertising, direct marketing, personal selling, public 

relations, publicity, and sales promotion (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). These promotional tools can 

enhance the social development and economic progress of a society (Anwar & Saeed, 2013). 

According to the American Heritage Dictionary (2000) as referred to in Richards & Curran 

(2002) advertising is used to attract public attention through a paid announcement for a product 

or business in broadcast, print, or electronic media. It can help persuade a consumer, create 

product and brand awareness, and communicate a product’s benefits whether they are social, 

emotional or functional (Richards & Curran, 2002). A challenge with advertising is that 

consumers are not open to this type of communication and often attempt to resist its persuasion. 

(Fransen, Verlegh, Kirmani & Smit, 2015) 

According to Von Freymann (2010) practitioners believe that integrated marketing 

communications (IMC) is a reasonable method to reach consumers more efficiently. IMC is the 

process of creating and implementing different forms of persuasive communication programs 
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with customers. IMC aims to direct affect or influence the behavior of the defined target 

audience and consider all sources of brand or company contacts as potential channels for future 

messages. (Groom & Frei, 2008) 

In order to communicate in an efficient way, marketers must understand the communication 

process (Kotler & Armstrong, 2008). The traditional communication process shown in figure 1.1 

is a process where the source transmits a message to the receiver, who in turn creates a flow back 

to the source with feedback. The distractions occurring in this process are known as noise, and 

interfere with the effectiveness of the communication process as it disrupts the flow of the 

messages. (Anderson, Dewhirst & Ling, 2006) 

 

 

Figure 1.1: The communication process 

Source: Adapted from Anderson, Dewhirst, & Ling (2006, p. 255) 

A key point in marketing communication is brand awareness, which consists of brand 

recognition and brand recall. Brand awareness is when a customer can identify a brand within a 

category when making a purchase decision. It is not always necessary to remember the brand 

name, an image of the package that stimulates a response to the brand can be enough, meaning 

that brand recognition can be enough for a customer at point of purchase. (Percy & Rossiter, 

1992) In general, a majority of companies desire high recognition of their brands and view it as 

one of their goals with marketing (Krake, 2005). 
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Advertising can be used in many forms and product placement is one of them. Traditional 

advertising and product placement have some fundamental differences, but the most prominent is 

that product placement is less explicit in most cases. (Chan, Lowe & Petrovici, 2016) Gupta, 

Balasubramanian & Klassen (2000) stated attribution theory, classical conditioning and the 

modeling paradigm as three theories on why product placement is preferred over traditional 

advertising. 

Product placement can be distinguished as an example of a hybrid message, or a purchased 

attempt to influence the audience without them knowing who the sponsor is (Balasubramanian, 

Karrh & Patwardhan, 2006). According to Homer (2009) product placement is defined as “the 

practice in which firms pay to place branded products (e.g., brand name/logo, package, signage, 

other trademarks) in the content of mass media programming.” (p. 21). This phenomenon is 

most commonly recognized in both movies and television; however, it is not new. In 1896, 

product placement appeared in a French movie, with the brand of Sunlight soap. (Meyer, Song & 

Ha, 2016) The industry continued to grow after this and in 1982 Reese’s Pieces made an 

appearance in the movie ET: The Extra Terrestrial. The following months, the company could 

enjoy a 65% increase in sales. (Gupta & Lord, 1998) 

Sung, Choi & de Gregorio (2008) stated that product placement is considered to be an American 

phenomenon since Hollywood movies are expanding fast into non-U.S. markets as a result of the 

globalization. Today product placement is an international phenomenon (Eisend, 2009), and one 

of the fastest-growing segments in the advertising industry (Matthes & Naderer, 2016). 

Traditional advertising has shown a significant decline whilst product placement continues to 

grow (Yee Chan, 2016), therefore marketers of different companies worldwide consider product 

placement as an important strategy with high influence (Khan, Mahmood, Lodhi & Aftab, 2016). 

Redondo & Bernal (2016) stated three reasons as to why this growing phenomenon most likely 

will continue to spread in the future: 

• Video recording devices that allow the audience to record programs for a later 

occasion, giving them the opportunity to watch programs without commercial if they 

please (Redondo & Bernal, 2016). 
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• More efficient editing tools for the moviemakers will be developed, that makes it 

possible to insert virtual product placement during the post-production process 

(Redondo & Bernal, 2016). 

• TV viewers migrating to websites where they can stream or download their favorite 

movies or series with less commercial (Redondo & Bernal, 2016). 

 Previous research has discussed if product placement is ethical and the outcomes have been 

mixed, on a general level consumers find product placement acceptable with some minor 

qualifications. However, research has grouped the ethical concerns into the general ethical 

concern about the practice of product placement and the ethical concerns about product 

categories. (Hackley, Tiwsakul & Preuss, 2008) Another study done by Balasubramanian et al. 

(2006) acknowledge the importance of the “right” fit within a movie from both audience and 

placement practitioners’ perspectives. The perceived fit between a product, movie and message 

characteristics is also known as congruence. According to Russell (2002) congruence increased 

persuasion and incongruence improved memory performance. 

 

1.2. Problem discussion 

In recent years, media consumption has changed tremendously. Viewers have gained more 

control over their media consumption and therefore moved toward online video consumption 

instead of watching traditional broadcast channels. Digital video recorders or on-demand 

programming has led to the possibility for viewers to determine their own viewing schedule 

compared to traditional broadcast channels. (Schweidel & Moe, 2016) There has been a decrease 

in advertising viewing, since viewers today are multitasking through digital and wireless 

technology such as Netflix (Chen & Wang, 2016). 

According to Gupta et al. (2000), Russell (2002), and Ferraro & Avery (2000) product placement 

is more preferable than traditional advertising for persuasive messages. Today this has become 

one of marketers’ strategic communication choices, due to the fact that they have to find 

innovative and nontraditional ways to promote their products and reach the target audience 

(Chen & Wang, 2016). In comparison with traditional advertising, product placement offers a 

subtler and less intrusive way to cut through commercial clutter. From a marketer's perspective, 

the use of product placement in movies offers a unique way to make their brands popular and 
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immortal, this provides an exceptional message reach and long message life. (Gupta et al., 2000) 

Among the existing media platforms for product placement, movies are increasing in popularity 

when targeting a worldwide audience and advertisers consider this to be a cost-effective option 

to reach an international market (Yee Chan, 2016). 

However, the increased use of product placement causes a problem. In cases where a brand takes 

a significant role in the story, viewers may realize that the brand was placed to affect their 

judgments and it can be perceived as a traditional advertising message, which is the exact 

opposite of what marketers are trying to achieve with the use of product placement. Product 

placement is less acceptable among viewers if there is too much repetition, obvious commercial 

motivations (Russell, 2002), or if ethically charged products such as guns, alcohol, and tobacco, 

are being used (Sung, de Gregorio & Jung, 2009). The strongest criticism towards product 

placement is that it has a tendency to entail subconscious and subliminal promotional effects. 

Research has assumed that placements can affect people to a certain degree below their level of 

conscious awareness, meaning it is difficult for consumers to control their acceptance or 

rejection of the product placement message. Another criticism is that some perceive the practice 

of product placement as deceptive. (Hackley et al., 2008) Marketers can use scholarly research to 

help maximizing the desired outcome and gain a better understanding on audience acceptance 

while minimizing the risk of placements being perceived as traditional advertising and annoying, 

which is why this study is of importance.    

Marketers and advertisers prefer to place their brands in Hollywood produced movies (Chen & 

Wang, 2016). A typical Hollywood movie can reach over 100 million consumers as it moves 

from box office to DVD or video to TV (McKechnie & Zhou, 2003). Chen & Wang (2016) state 

that big budget movies produced in Hollywood have numerous placements. With a worldwide 

audience, the question regarding audience acceptance in different countries is being raised, since 

these Hollywood movies are standardized rather than adapted to culture (McKechnie & Zhou, 

2003). 

Most prior research has been done on attitudes towards product placement in movies and 

television shows, with focus on brand recognition and overall acceptance (McKechnie & Zhou, 

2003; Tiwsakul, Hackley & Szmigin, 2005; Karrh, Frith & Callison, 2001). Karrh (1998) stated 

that practitioners believe recognition is one of the most appropriate for evaluating a placements 
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success, based on memory measure of effectiveness. Brand recognition is when consumers have 

the ability to correctly identify a brand if they heard or saw it (Chi, Yeh & Yang, 2009). A way 

for products to be recognized by the audience is if the product has some defining features (van 

der Waldt, Du Preez & Williams, 2008). According to Brennan et al. (1999) a placement is 

effective when 20% or more of the audience can identify the brand.  

Balasubramanian et al. (2006) stated that incongruent placements lead to higher cognitive 

outcomes (e.g. brand recognition), while congruent placements lead to higher affective outcomes 

(e.g. emotions and attitudes). Marketing researchers and practitioners have recognized that 

congruence means that some things go together while others do not (Fleck & Quester, 2007). A 

higher degree of congruence is created when integrating a brand more strongly into the plot 

(Verhellen, Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2016). In other words, the perceived fit between the movie 

and the brand will increase when the placement is connected to the plot. Perceived fit is 

measured by the audience and to what degree they perceive the matchup between the movie and 

the brand. It is argued that plot connection influence audience perceptions of congruence 

positively, since consumers that are exposed to congruent placements in a movie will more easily 

develop positive brand attitudes. (Verhellen et al., 2016) 

Since the question towards product placement and audience acceptance is being raised, it is of 

importance from a marketer’s perspective to be aware of potential cross-cultural differences, 

such as country and product differences. A Hollywood movie’s standardized approach creates a 

need for marketers to be aware of which product categories that are successful, safe to use and in 

which manner they should be placed. (McKechnie & Zhou, 2003) Previous studies are mostly 

conducted in the U.S (Gould, Gupta & Grabner-Kräuter, 2000). However, there are some cross-

cultural studies, e.g., McKechnie & Zhou (2003) who examined China and America. Tiwsakul et 

al. (2005) conducted their study in Great Britain and Karrh et al. (2001) conducted their study in 

Singapore. Given the potential cross-cultural differences, it is interesting to examine if product 

placement in Hollywood movies generate brand recognition and if it is accepted in Sweden.  
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1.3. Overall purpose and research questions 

Based on the discussion above, the purpose of this thesis is to investigate how brand recognition 

is produced through product placement in top-grossing Hollywood movies and how congruence 

can affect audience acceptance. To answer the overall purpose, two research questions are 

stated: 

RQ1: How does product placement in top-grossing Hollywood movies generate brand 

recognition? 

RQ2: How is audience’s acceptance of a brand’s presence in top-grossing Hollywood movies 

dependent on the congruence of the placement? 

1.4. Overview of entire thesis 

An overview of the entire thesis is shown in figure 1.2. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Thesis overview 

Chapter 1 is the Introduction for this thesis and Chapter 2 includes the Literature review and at 

the end of this chapter there will be a conceptual framework. The conceptual framework is the 

theory that will be used to answer the research questions. Then comes chapter 3, which is the 

Methodology chapter. The gathered information will present how this study was carried through. 

Chapter 4 includes the collected data presented in forms of figures and tables. After chapter 4 the 
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Data analysis will be presented in chapter 5. Chapter 6 will consist of Findings and conclusions 

of this study. 
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2. Literature review 

This chapter will include several studies regarding the stated research questions. First theories 

on product placement will be presented. Then a section on brand recognition and congruence 

will be presented. This will lead up to a conceptual framework with emphasis on the most 

prominent theories for this thesis.  

2.1. Product placement 

As mentioned earlier, there are three theories on why product placement is preferred over 

traditional advertising for persuasive messages. The first is attribution theory, which predicts an 

endorsement ad’s persuasiveness, viewers’ perception of the ad diminished when they knew it 

was financially motivated. The source credibility will be less of a problem if viewers believe that 

the actor within a movie context has nothing to gain by using the product. The second theory is 

classical conditioning and suggests that a desired consumer response can be encouraged, when 

for example the product is repeatedly associated with a highly-regarded celebrity. Classical 

conditioning is a more natural and less expensive form of advertising than traditional. The third 

theory is the modeling paradigm and describes that individuals learn by observing others. If the 

actor within a movie context is a highly-regarded celebrity and show products in a positive 

setting, it can lead to desirable consequences for the viewers. (Gupta et al., 2000) 

2.1.1. Strategies for product placement  

Russell (1998) described screen, script, and plot placement as a three-dimensional framework of 

product placement in movies (see figure 2.1). Screen placement is purely a visual type of 

placement which involves placing a brand in the background of a show. This can be done 

through creative placement, e.g. outdoor advertisements in street scenes, another way is through 

on-set placement, e.g. kitchen scenes with placed food brands. Depending on appearance on the 

screen or the camera shot’s style on the product decides what type of degree of screen placement 

it is. Script placement is when a brand is mentioned in a dialogue. Depending on the tone of 

voice, place in the dialogue, which character that is speaking at the time, etc., makes script 

placement varying in degrees of audio placement. Plot placement is when a product becomes a 
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part of the plot, e.g. building the persona of a character or taking a significant place in the story 

line. Plot placement can be conceived in different degrees of connection between the product and 

the plot, depending on which combination of visual and verbal components that is practiced. For 

example, a plot placement is integrated in the screen and conversation, which creates an 

opportunity for both visual and auditory encoding. Instead of a pure screen placement that would 

provide a visual encoding or a pure script placement that would provide an auditory encoding. 

(Russell, 1998)  

 

Figure 2.1: Three-dimensional construct of product placement 

Source: Adapted from Russell (1998, p. 359) 

Regarding product placement, three types of strategies are classified: an implicit product 

placement portrays a strategy where the product or brand plays a passive role. This is, the 

product or brand is present during the program but no further attention is put on it, e.g. a logo on 

a clothing item or a firm’s name in the background. In integrated explicit product placement, the 

product plays an active role and its benefits and attributes are presented clearly. An example 

would be the delivery of a pizza from Pizza Hut when the characters involved in the scene are 

hungry. A non-integrated explicit product placement presents the sponsorship either in the title, 

e.g. Kraft Cinema, or at some point during the program without making it an integrated part of it, 

e.g. ‘This program is brought to you by...’. (d’Astous & Seguin, 1999) 

Visual Appearance  

Screen Placement 

Script Placement 

Plot Placement 

Degree of Connection to the Plot 

Auditory Presence 
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There is a two-dimensional approach for categorizing product placement. One approach is the 

mode of presentation and the other is the placements level of prominence. Strategies for product 

placement can be categorized into three different modes where the first is visual only. Visual 

only is when a product, logo, billboard or some other visual brand is shown without a relevant 

message or sound that can draw attention to the product. The second one is audio only which 

means that the product does not appear in the shot, but the brand name or a brand-related 

message can be created by a character. The third one is combined audio-visual, which means that 

the product will be shown while a character will mention the brand name or a brand-relevant 

message in audio form. (Gupta & Lord, 1998)  

Within the same study, Gupta & Lord (1998) defined level of prominence as “the extent to which 

the product placement possesses characteristics designed to make it a central focus of audience 

attention” (p. 48) and the placement of products in any of the above-mentioned modes can be 

either prominent or subtle. Prominent placements are highly visible regarding size and position 

on the screen, and the brand is the focus of attention (Gupta & Lord, 1998). The leading actors 

can enhance prominence if the products are used or mentioned by them (Brennan, Dubas & 

Babin, 1999). Placements where the brand is shown less prominently (i.e. as a background prop, 

or small) are known as subtle placements (Gupta & Lord, 1998).  

2.1.2. Product placement communication  

A significant role of IMC is brand building. Branding is not placing a symbol or name on 

products to identify the manufacturer, instead a brand consists of meaningful attributes, e.g. an 

image and associations that a customer is provided with. IMC helps with the rational and 

emotional approaches and enable companies to reach and contain long term customers. Within 

the field of product placement there have been different studies that claims its efficacy in 

influencing consumers to create positive attitudes towards a brand and increase brand 

recognition. Therefore, product placement has become a crucial marketing communication tool. 

(Soba & Aydin, 2013) 

Balasubramanian et al. (2006) created a framework on four factors that influence the efficiency 

of product placement in marketing communication, shown in figure 2.2. The framework consists 
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of execution factors which are stimuli based, individual difference factors, processing 

type/context/setting, and effects from placement. (Balasubramanian et al., 2006) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Four factor model 

Source: Adapted from Balasubramanian et al. (2006, p. 117) 

 

Successful placements allow a minimum of 20% of the population to develop brand awareness. 

Based on recall and recognition levels and positive attitudes, researchers have enlightened the 

success of enhanced image and the identification of positive brand perception among viewers. 

Product placement has advantages over the traditional communication mix, such as product 

placement in media vehicles cannot be ignored and is a part of the television show and movie. 

Another advantage is that the character who is promoting the product or brand, brings it to life 

and those who are positive towards brand they recognized are more likely to purchase these 

brands. Advertisers see product placement as an advantage, since it offers no competition when 

promoting their brand. The purchased space within a program enables less competition from 

 

 

Execution Factors (Stimuli-based) 
- Program type/program-included mood 
- Execution flexibility 
- Opportunity to process the placement 
- Placement modality 
- Priming of brand appearance 
-Type and amount of brand information 

presented 
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  Individual-Difference Factors 
- Familiarity/ethicality (strength of link  

between brand/product and individual) 
- Judgment of placement fit, appropriateness, 
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- Brand typicality/incidence 
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- Placement recall 
- Brand portrayal rating 
- Identification with story  

character, traits 
- Identification with brand/ 

imitation 
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- Purchase intention 
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interfering messages and less message clutter, which gives companies a way to get across their 

message to the audience. (Soba & Aydin, 2013) 

Product placement as a communication tool have some disadvantages. The first disadvantage is 

the lack of control, meaning that they have no control over how the placement it perceived in the 

storyline or scene. This can lead to negative associations, e.g. a product or brand can be 

criticized, misunderstood, or linked to negative values. Depending on the success rate a program 

or movie has can influence the placement decisions. Another disadvantage is pricing, there is a 

vague concept of pricing within the field of product placement and placement fees are dependent 

on standard scales on audience and media vehicle. Meaning that some brands can be shown for 

one second while others can be shown for five seconds, and the price is the same. The last 

disadvantage is product placement ethics, some debate that it is an intrusive approach to 

communicate with the audience and one major obstacle is the strict rules and regulations 

regarding product placement. (Soba & Aydin, 2013)  

2.1.3. Product categories 

Product placement is one of the fastest-growing segments in the advertising industry (Matthes & 

Naderer, 2016) and one can use two strategies in advertising, which are informational and 

transformational. An informational strategy is used when the advertised brand is linked to 

negative motivations, e.g. problem removal and problem avoidance. Product categories within 

this strategy are; pain relievers, detergent products, and new and improved products. A 

transformational strategy is used when the advertised brand is linked to positive motivations, e.g. 

intellectual stimulation and social approval. Product categories within this strategy are; prepared 

dessert products, computers, and cosmetics. (Percy & Rossiter, 1992) Further on, some ethically 

charged products such as guns, alcohol, and tobacco can be perceived as unaccepted among the 

audience (Sung et al., 2009). These products are included in Chen & Wang’s (2016) study that 

brings up 17 different product categories, which are;   

• Appliances 

• Beverages 

• Automobile 

• Clothing/shoes 

• Electronic equipment 

• Financial products/services 
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• Food 

• Furniture 

• Drugs (pharmaceutical) 

• Non-profit organizations 

• Households products/cleaners 

• Media and entertainment 

• Personal care items 

• Retailers 

• Restaurants 

• Service companies 

• Other

2.2. Brand recognition 

Product recognition is a viewer’s ability to identify a product name in a movie. To effectively 

recognize a product within a movie, the exposure time should be reasonable and have a well-

integrated placement, i.e. audio, visual or combined audio-visual. Product recognition requires a 

viewer to distinguish a product or a brand within an already cluttered environment, with 

distracting stimuli. One way for products to be recognized by the audience is if the product has 

some defining features. (van der Waldt et al., 2008)  

Since movies have been shown to impact viewer recognition, different emotional reactions can 

be produced depending on the genre. Comedy movies are the most popular among the audience 

and they provide memory escape from the real life and exaggeration of different situations that 

creates laughter. Drama movies are the largest movie genre and are therefore most frequently 

used for product placement, they use realistic setting and characters to portray real life resolution 

and conflict. Action movies provide the audience with non-stop motion, chase scenes, and 

spectacular sounds compared to other genres. (Park & Berger, 2010) 

Gupta & Lord (1998) investigated brand recognition on product placement categorization- 

(prominent versus subtle) and mode (audio, visual, and audio-visual), while Gillespie, Joireman 

& Muehling (2012) investigated brand recognition on balant and subtle placements. Blatant 

placements have a connection to the plot or characters and can be auditory or combined audio-

visual, whilst subtle placements are visual and have no connection to neither the plot nor the 

characters (Gillespie, Joireman & Muehling, 2012). Brennan et al. (1999) examined brand 

recognition in movies with respect to exposure time and product placement type. These can be 

either creative or on-set, if a brand appears in the background it is creative and if a brand is 

shown more prominently it is called on-set placements. Since the ability to notice a placement 
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increases with the exposure time the industry has some important commercial implications, such 

as a minimum-airtime clause. (Brennan et al., 1999) According to Babin & Carder (1996) as 

referred to in Brennan et al. (1999) participants can falsely recognize seeing familiar products or 

brands in movies.  

Repetition is crucial in the exposure theory, meaning the more exposed a person is to a specific 

object, e.g. a brand or product, the more favorably it is evaluated and recognized. As mentioned, 

different movie genres can evoke various audience responses and recognition. Variables such as 

gender, character involvement, and previous viewing experience are believed to be important for 

brand recognition. (Park & Berger, 2010) 

According to Russell (1998) product placement is dependent on paring a host with a branded 

product, which evokes the classical conditioning paradigm. Classical conditioning is more 

known in as a mechanism that are relevant for both producing and understanding advertising and 

its effects. Classical conditioning is grounded on the transfer of responses between stimuli. 

Based on Pavlov’s experiments, the conclusion of repeated pairing of conditioned stimulus (CS) 

with an unconditioned stimulus (US) evoked conditioned responses in an unconscious manner. 

In other words, the foundation is the non-conscious connection between the two stimuli. In the 

case where the product placements are in the background of the screen, advertisers rely on the 

non-conscious connected between the stimuli, meaning that the endorsement is processed in a 

non-conscious manner. (Russell, 1998) 

Earlier research states that familiar brands are most likely to be used as placements in movies. 

This because they exhibit powerful associations with product categories, which makes them 

more accessible in memory. Meaning they are more likely to be spotted by a movie’s audience. 

To control product placement recognition, brand familiarity should be taken into consideration 

since it can affect recognition. A conclusion from the classical conditioning theory is that a well-

liked stimulus can be transferred to affectively neutral stimuli, e.g. a leading character that 

appears within in a movie can transfer to a brand if the brand is jointly featured. This has also led 

to significant effects on both recall and recognition. As mentioned, product placement consists 

uppermost of well-known brands. The main reason for this is that well-known brands instead of 

fiction, lead to higher realism in the movies. However, this has led to that consumers are exposed 
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to several placements, which possibly creates consumption experiences, but the consumers brand 

attitudes remain indifferent. (Brennan & Babin, 2004) 

2.3. Congruence 

Congruity theory means that an individual often has a positive attitude toward the object or 

phenomenon when it is perceived as consistent with his or her beliefs. This happens because of a 

reduced dissonance between an object and an individual’s opinions. (Lee & Jeong, 2014) Nagar 

(2016) explores the fit between brands and movies and tries to extend the idea of fit, which has 

largely been connected to sponsorship. The meaning of congruity theory in sponsorship is that 

sponsors seek events with a logical fit or congruence regarding their products. The study brings 

up similarities between sponsorship and product placement, such as the triangular relationship; a 

company’s willingness to support a specific activity, an activity that is sponsored, and in most 

cases the activity or event will be covered in media. Moreover, the application of congruence in 

product placement can follow the same logic as sponsorship. In sponsorship literature, 

congruence between an event and a brand is of importance. (Nagar, 2016) 

Brand value can be enhanced by a high-fit sponsorship (congruent partners) and decreased by a 

low-fit sponsorship (incongruent partners). Research has shown that linkage between the event 

and the sponsor is important and the congruence between these have an impact on attitudes 

towards sponsoring and the sponsor’s image (Simmons & Becker-Olsen, 2006). Strong sponsor-

program congruity implies that a sponsor’s products are well integrated to the contents of the 

program, meaning that product placement will be consistent and natural with the program. A 

product placement can occur as inconsistent when the sponsor-program congruity is weak. 

(Nagar, 2016) 

Heckler & Childers (1992) as referred to in Fleck & Quester (2007) did a bidimensional scale to 

measure expectancy and relevancy, since congruence comprise these two dimensions and they 

explain most of the variance. Fleck & Quester (2007) provide theory on congruence and that 

expectancy and relevancy can be used to measure it, meaning if the audience expect a company 

to appear or if it is relevant for a company to appear in an event. Relevancy is the extent to which 

stimulus information hinders or favors identification of the communicated message or theme. 
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Expectancy is to what extent a theme predetermines a structure or schema in which the 

information or item falls into. (Fleck & Quester, 2007) 

Balasubramanian et al. (2006) highlight the importance of individual judgements when it comes 

to product placement and brings up congruence. In this context, congruence is referred to the 

perceived ‘fit’ between the story characters, editorial content/story, vehicle, and medium. 

Perceived fit can include individual judgements about the product, communicator, medium, and 

message dimensions. In general, congruence can be a second route to persuasion since 

placements in movies are natural and most likely to provide positive affective outcomes.  

(Balasubramanian et al., 2006)       

Russell (2002) conducted a study on congruence within the context of product placement. The 

study investigates if a brand’s place within audiovisual media affect memory for the specific 

brand and attitudes toward it. Modality and plot connection were considered as two crucial 

factors as they interact to impact memory and attitudes. Modality is often connected to the 

memory retrieval process but from the 21st century research has gone beyond the modality 

effects on perceptual levels. Plot connection is referred to when a brand contributes significantly 

to the story and give the context its meaning, which will facilitate the memory. Modality and plot 

connection can either fit or misfit. There is a fit if a visual brand with a low plot connection is 

small regarding its size on the screen, a misfit can arise when the visual brand takes a significant 

role on the screen when the plot connection is high. (Russell, 2002)  

According to Verhellen et al. (2016) a higher degree of congruence is created when integrating a 

brand more strongly into the plot. In other words, the perceived fit between the movie and the 

brand will increase when the placement is connected to the plot. This is based on the Associative 

Network Theory, meaning that the human memory consists of a network of personal, 

interconnected nodes that in a relevant context trigger each other. A brand’s associative network 

can be formed through brand knowledge, where different associations are connected in memory. 

Perceived fit is measured by the audience and to what degree they interpret the matchup between 

the movie and the brand and it is argued that plot connection influence audience perceptions of 

congruence positively. Consumers that are exposed to congruent placements in a movie will 

more easily develop positive brand attitudes, which is why movie liking and level of familiarity 

can affect the perceived fit. (Verhellen et al., 2016)  
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2.4. Conceptual framework 

This section presents the most important theories and studies from the literature review. These 

will be presented as a conceptual framework and work as a theoretical base for collecting and 

analyzing data, in order to answer the overall purpose and research questions. 

To answer the first and second research questions on brand recognition and congruence, the 

factors listed under product placement in figure 2.3 must be taken into consideration when 

gathering data. Further on, each research question has their own factors and together with 

product placement, it will help the authors to answer the research questions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Conceptual framework 

2.4.1. Product placement 

Gupta & Lord (1998), Chen & Wang (2016), and Sung et al. (2009) studies are used since they 

cover a broad aspect of product placement. The authors of this thesis believe that mode of 

presentation, level of prominence, and product category are of importance when gathering and 

analyzing data, because both brand recognition and congruence are connected to these.   

 

RQ1:  

- Brand familiarity and 

movie genre 

- Exposure time 

RQ2:  

- Expectancy and relevancy  

- Perceived fit and individual judgements  

- Plot connection 

Product placement:  

- Mode of presentation and level of prominence  

- Product category  
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Mode of presentation and level of prominence 

Gupta & Lord (1998) present three modes; visual where the product appears visually, audio 

where the product appears verbally, and combined audio-visual where the product appears both 

visually and verbally. The study stated that prominent placements are highly visible regarding 

size and position and subtle placements are background props, or small in size (Gupta & Lord, 

1998). These theories are used since their study has its focus on product placement in movies, 

just as this study. 

Product category  

Chen & Wang (2016) study on placements with respect to product categories is used. The 

different product categories are;

• Appliances 

• Beverages 

• Automobile 

• Clothing/shoes 

• Electronic equipment 

• Financial products/services 

• Food 

• Furniture 

• Drugs (pharmaceutical) 

• Non-profit organizations 

• Households products/cleaners 

• Media and entertainment 

• Personal care items 

• Retailers 

• Restaurants 

• Service companies 

• Other 

 

 

Sung et al. (2009) study is used towards ethically charged products such as guns, alcohol, and 

tobacco that the audience do not find accepting. These studies are used because they offer a 

guideline when it comes to which product categories that are accepted and which categories that 

are most common in movies.  
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2.4.2. Conceptualization of brand recognition  

In order to answer the first research question “How does product placement in top-grossing 

Hollywood movies generate brand recognition?”, Brennan & Babin (2004), Park & Berger 

(2010), and Brennan et al. (1999) bring up important factors. These factors will be integrated into 

the data gathering and analysis since they can influence consumers’ brand recognition and are 

therefore relevant for this thesis.  

Brand familiarity and movie genre 

Brennan & Babin (2004) stated that familiar brands lead to a higher level of recognition than 

unfamiliar ones. Brand familiarity often exhibit powerful associations with product categories, 

which makes them more accessible in memory (Brennan & Babin, 2004). Park & Berger’s 

(2010) study examined if brand recognition differs between movie genres (action, comedy, and 

drama) and is of importance since each focus group is shown a specific genre.  

Exposure time 

Park & Berger (2010) bring up that repetition is crucial in the exposure theory, meaning the more 

exposed a person is to a specific object, e.g. a brand or product, the more favorably it is 

evaluated. Brennan’s et al. (1999) study investigates to which extent exposure time can affect 

viewers’ recognition of brands in movies. This is of importance since the study has its focus on 

product placement in movies, and whether exposure time can impact brand recognition.  

2.4.3. Conceptualization of congruence 

In order to answer the second research question: “How is audience’s acceptance of a brand’s 

presence in top-grossing Hollywood movies dependent on the congruence of the placement?” 

Balasubramanian et al. (2006), Verhellen et al. (2016), and Fleck & Quester (2007) bring up 

important factors. These factors will be integrated into the data gathering and analysis since they 

can influence consumers’ congruence and are therefore relevant for this thesis.  
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Perceived ‘fit’ and individual judgements 

Congruence refers to the perceived ‘fit’ between the story character, editorial content/story, 

vehicle, and medium. Congruence can be affected by individual judgement about the product, 

communicator, medium, and message dimensions. Congruent placements lead to affective 

outcomes while incongruent placements lead to cognitive outcomes. (Balasubramanian et al., 

2006) 

Plot connection 

Verhellen et al. (2016) stated that the perceived fit between the movie and the brand is expected 

to increase if the placement is connected to the plot. This is based on the Associative Network 

Theory, meaning that the human memory consists of a network of personal, interconnected 

nodes that in a relevant context trigger each other. A brand’s associative network can be formed 

through brand knowledge, where different associations are connected in memory. (Verhellen, 

2016) This is used because plot connection can decide if the placement is congruent.  

Expectancy and relevancy 

Fleck & Quester (2007) study is used since it measures congruence with variables such as 

expectancy and relevancy, and whether the audience is expecting a company to appear or if it is 

relevant for a company to appear in an event. Relevancy is the extent to which stimulus 

information hinders or favors identification of the communicated message or theme. Expectancy 

is to what extent a theme predetermines a structure or schema in which the information or item 

falls into. These factors have been used in the sponsorship industry, which has similarities to 

product placement, and expectancy and relevancy are considered as two crucial factors of 

congruence. (Fleck & Quester, 2007) The authors of this thesis believe that expectancy and 

relevancy can affect if the participants find product placement congruent or not. 
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3. Methodology 

This chapter consists of research strategy and methods. The methods that are used in this thesis 

will be described and discussed to increase the validity and reliability. Research purpose, 

approach, strategy, data collection and sample selection are made to gain a better 

understanding of product placement and to be able to answer the research questions.   

3.1. Research purpose 

A research purpose could be exploratory, descriptive, or explanatory (Yin, 2003). A descriptive 

purpose can provide description about situations, individuals, and course of events, in other 

words, describe different phenomena in our world. It can provide information about the 

background to or consequences of different phenomena, or describe the relationship between 

them, but also the relationship between past- and present time. (Patel & Tebelius, 1987) An 

exploratory purpose is suitable when the researcher discovers new patterns, relationships, ideas, 

and so on (Hair, Money, Samouel & Page, 2007). Information are often vaguely defined and the 

research process is unstructured and flexible. In exploratory research the sample size is often 

small and non-representative and this research purpose is often qualitative. (Malhotra, Birks & 

Wills, 2012).  

3.1.1. Descriptive and exploratory  

Since the purpose of this thesis is to investigate how brand recognition is produced through 

product placement in top-grossing Hollywood movies and how audience acceptance is dependent 

on congruence, a descriptive and exploratory research purpose was most suitable. A descriptive 

purpose was used because this thesis described existing theories, background, and the empirical 

data. The exploratory purpose was used since this thesis explored brand recognition and how 

audience acceptance is affected by the congruence of the placement. 

3.2. Research approach 

Qualitative studies have an inductive, interpreting, and constructionistic research approach by 

which the emphasis when collecting and analyzing data is more often put on words rather than 
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quantification (Bryman & Bell, 2013). These studies are built on converting what is observed, 

reported, or registered into written words and they are more suited for description. Furthermore, 

detailed and profound descriptions of events or people, whether it is about values or patterns of 

behavior, are the foundation for qualitative research. Another feature for qualitative research is 

that they have a tendency to observe matters in their context and point on how they are 

connected to and independent of one another, instead of isolating variables and concentrate upon 

specific factors. (Denscombe, 2000) A quantitative research method on the other hand, is often 

connected to descriptive and causal designs. Quantitative studies objectives are often validation 

of facts, relationships, estimates, and predictions. Researcher examines to either confirm or 

identify these facts, relationships, estimates, or predictions. (Hair, Bush & Ortinau, 2006) 

3.2.1. Qualitative and quantitative 

Since the research purpose of this thesis and the research questions have received answers which 

are not measured in numbers and can therefore not be quantified, a qualitative study was most 

suitable. A qualitative approach was also suitable due to the fact that there were focus group 

sessions which aimed to interpret the discussion and elements going around. However, the thesis 

also consisted of a quantitative approach since there was a quantitative content analysis. The 

content analysis was the only part that was quantitative. In addition to this, the thesis research 

approach was mostly qualitative.     

3.3. Research strategy 

According to Yin (2003) there are five different strategies regarding research; experiment, 

survey, archival analysis, history, and case study. To know which strategy to use, there are three 

conditions that should be taken into consideration: 

• The stated research questions (Yin, 2003). 

• A researcher’s extent of control over actual behavioral events (Yin, 2003). 

• To which degree the focus of events is contemporary (Yin, 2003). 

A case study can be used to investigate a phenomenon within a real-life context, when the 

boundaries between a phenomenon and context is not clearly defined (Yin, 2003). It can be a 
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single case with embedded units or multiple case studies, a single case with embedded units is 

used when the researcher is interested in investigating an issue while e.g. looking at various 

decisions made by women that are attending different clinics within one hospital. It enables a 

way to consider the influences of different clinics and associated attributes when investigating 

women’s decision making. (Baxter & Jack, 2008) 

3.3.1. Case study with embedded units 

A case study was the most suitable for this thesis, since it answers the research question “how” 

and “why”, it requires no control over behavioral events, and it focuses on contemporary events. 

The research strategy for this thesis was therefore a single case study with embedded units, 

where the embedded units consisted of different focus groups and audience acceptance with 

regards to congruence and brand recognition were investigated. A single case study also enabled 

answers to the research questions, which are: 

1. How does product placement in top-grossing Hollywood movies generate brand recognition? 

2. How is audience’s acceptance of a brand’s presence in top-grossing Hollywood movies 

dependent on the congruence of the placement?  

3.4. Data collection 

The primary data were collected through a content analysis and focus groups, while the 

secondary data were collected through scholarly journals and books. A content analysis is a 

systematic, quantitative, and objective description of a communication’s content and includes 

analysis as well as observations. It is suitable to use a content analysis when the object being 

observed is communication rather than physical or behavior objects. The units that may be 

analyzed are words, characters, themes, topics, or space and time measures. Categories are used 

for classifying the units to break down the communication. (Malhotra et al., 2012)    

Focus groups have an exploratory research approach, are qualitative, and unstructured. They are 

unstructured since participants answer questions in their own words and elaborate their 

responses, but the moderator has questions and topics to use as a guidance in the discussion, 

which makes focus groups structured to a certain point. The focus group is the most known semi-
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structured interview approach. Semi-structured interviews allow the researcher to ask follow-up 

questions to participants’ answers, e.g. the interviewer may ask related questions based on the 

received answers. This method can lead to insightful information and unexpected results, due to 

the fact that it has an overall structure and direction but also a lot of flexibility regarding 

questions. (Hair et al., 2007) 

3.4.1. Content analysis 

For the content analysis three movies were analyzed, which were Hangover, Hancock and 

Southpaw. From each of these movies a 15-minute excerpt was chosen and each focus group was 

exposed to one of these excerpts. These 15-minute excerpts included different presentations 

modes, either visual, audio, or combined audio-visual. They also included a placement’s level of 

prominence, i.e. the placement was subtle or prominent, and different product categories, see 

appendix A for more detailed information. This content analysis provided information to the 

authors about which brands that appeared in the excerpts, from this content analysis a list with 

different brands were created and based on these lists questions were conducted for the focus 

groups.  

The 15-minute movie excerpts focused on the first research question, however, the content 

analysis also included three one-minute excerpts that targeted the second research question. 

These clips were included in the before mentioned 15-minute excerpts, meaning that the content 

analysis implies for these excerpts as well.   

3.4.2. Focus groups with semi-structured interviews 

This study used semi-structured interviews in three focus groups (see Appendix B). For this 

study, the authors desired three focus groups since they wanted one focus group to watch 

comedy (Hangover), one to watch action (Hancock), and one to watch drama (Southpaw). Focus 

groups were the most appropriate since the goal was to keep an ongoing discussion about what 

brands they recognized and the congruence of the placements. This discussion helped the authors 

to identify some key elements and conclusions of what the participants found accepting and how 

brand recognition is generated. With regards to the first research question about brand 

recognition the moderators had a list with brands from the movie excerpts and the participants 
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were asked to identify the brands they saw or heard from the 15-minute movie excerpts. This 

was based on Gillespie et al. (2012) method where the participants were asked to select all 

brands they recognized in the video. Afterwards, the semi-structured interviews began with 

questions regarding the recognized brands. After this, the participants were exposed to the one-

minute excerpt followed by questions regarding the placement’s congruence.  

3.5. Sample selection 

A focus group consists of six to twelve participants (Sagoe, 2012) and they usually share 

something in common, e.g. work in the same place or customers of the same store. This method 

is therefore not a random sample since the common ground is of importance. (Hair et al., 2007) 

According to Srivastava (2015) the main target group for product placement is the audience of 

young adults. Young adults worldwide often appear to be similar, they often share lifestyle and 

taste, and are between 18-29 years old (Lenhart, Purcell, Smith & Zickuhr, 2010). The sample 

selection was nonprobability which not necessarily means that it is representative of a 

population. Researchers often use experience or convenience to select the elements in the 

sample. Convenience sampling means that the researcher selects sample elements that are easily 

available to participate and can provide the information that is required. (Hair et al., 2007) 

3.5.1. Participants 

The selection of participants were friends and family between the age of 20-27, their common 

ground was that they were non-students, watched at least one movie per week, and had little 

knowledge about marketing. There were three focus groups with six participants in two of the 

groups, and five participants in one (see table 3.1). A session took about 1-2 hours. The 

participants were chosen through a convenience sample because it was easy to get access to these 

participants and they were flexible regarding which day of the week the focus group sessions 

could take place.   
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Table 3.1: Overview of the sample selection 

Focus group 

number 

Movie Name Gender Age 

Focus group one Hangover 

(Comedy) 

Andreas 

Joel 

Petra 

Anton 

Peter 

Klara 

Male 

Male 

Female 

Male 

Male 

Female 

24 

20 

21 

23 

20 

22 

Focus group two Hancock 

(Action) 

Julia 

Adam 

Olle 

Linnea 

Emma 

Female 

Male 

Male 

Female 

Female 

23 

23 

25 

27 

27 

Focus group three Southpaw 

(Drama) 

Lina 

Nils 

Henrik 

Madeleine 

Ida 

David 

Female 

Male 

Male 

Female 

Female 

Male 

22 

21 

26 

26 

21 

20 

 

3.5.2. Materials 

Hangover from 2009, Hancock from 2008, and Southpaw from 2015 are top-grossing Hollywood 

movies (IMDb, n.d.). According to Park & Berger (2010) the most popular genres for product 

placement are comedy, action, and drama movies, which is why one movie from each of these 

genres was selected. These top-grossing Hollywood movies have a global reach (McKechnie & 

Zhou, 2003), and easy accessibility for the authors. The authors also desired the 15-minutes 

movie excerpts to include subtle and prominent placements, different presentation modes (audio, 

visual and combined audio-visual), and different product categories. In appendix A, there is a 
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table for each movie excerpt and it includes presentation mode, level of prominence and product 

category. 

The first focus group session was exposed to a 15-minute excerpt from Hangover, the second 

focus group was exposed to a 15-minute excerpt from Hancock, and the third focus group was 

exposed to a 15-minute excerpt from Southpaw. As mentioned, these 15-minute excerpts focused 

on brand recognition. The one-minute excerpt from each movie is explained and listed:  

• Hangover: The main characters Phil, Stu, Alan, and Doug had arrived at the hotel and 

went up to the rooftop to start their party night with taking a shot of Jägermeister. 

• Hancock: Ray (main character) showed Hancock (main character) what he had done 

wrong, the scene included video-clips presented on YouTube. 

• Southpaw: One specific placement in the clip that the participants were exposed to 

was with an iPhone (Apple) where the wife of the boxer sends an iMessage to their 

daughter saying, “Daddy won.”  

These excerpts concerned audience acceptance and the congruence of the placement. They were 

chosen because of their different product categories; beverage (alcohol), media and 

entertainment, and electronic equipment. Alcohol was especially chosen since Sung et al. (2009) 

stated that it is unaccepted among the audience. These one-minute clips were based on Verhellen 

et al. (2016) method, where they measure perceived fit (congruence) between multiple brands 

and the movie. However, for this thesis there was one brand for each movie excerpt. The authors 

believed that one brand was enough for each focus group, since each focus group was exposed to 

different product categories. This resulted in discussions and different aspects to answer how 

congruence can affect audience acceptance.  

3.6. Data analysis 

A qualitative data analysis examines, identify, interpret and compare themes and patterns. In the 

qualitative data analysis, the data are from time to time revisited since new questions and 

connections can arise, or if the overall understanding regarding the research situation changes. A 

researcher must code data before the analyze phase can start. Coding units could be words, 

phrases, items, images, graphics, themes, photographs and so on. The purpose of coding is to 
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link data with themes, topics or concepts so the data can be organized, manipulated, and 

eventually categorized. (Hair et al., 2007) The process of qualitative data analysis consists of; 

• Data reduction: to make the data understandable and more manageable it is necessary to 

select, transform, and simplify it. This is done through data reduction and the research 

questions work as a guidance for finding irrelevant content that should be eliminated 

from the research. (Hair et al., 2007) 

• Data display: organizing the information which facilitates the process of drawing 

conclusions by developing and linking explanations to already existing theory (Hair et al., 

2007). 

• Drawing conclusions and verification: identify the meaning of patterns and themes in 

order to answer the stated research questions and ensuring that the conclusions are 

supportable, realistic, and valid by re-checking the data. (Hair et al., 2007) 

A within case analysis was used in this thesis to compare empirical data with the conceptual 

framework. Before this, the data reduction and data display were conducted since these steps 

allowed the authors to draw conclusions and verifications.  

3.7. Validity and reliability  

A case study method has many advantages but regarding its reliability and validity there are 

some questions. Qualitative data and its validity and reliability can be tested to determine the 

quality and stability of the obtained data. (Riege, 2003) Validation in a qualitative research is to 

which extent findings correctly can represent the examined object. Reliability is consistency in 

assignment of related forms of data, such as phrases and words, following the same theme or 

pattern by various researchers. (Hair et al., 2007) Table 3.2 describes different tests and 

techniques for this case study research in order to establish validity and reliability (Riege, 2003). 
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Table 3.2: Test and techniques for a case study 

Case study design 

test 

Corresponding 

design test 

Case study techniques Phase of research in which 

techniques occur 

Construct 

Validity 

Confirmability - Use multiple sources of evidence 

- Establish chain of evidence 

- Have key informants review draft case 

study report 

- Data collection 

- Data collection 

- Researcher’s diary and 

report writing 

Internal Validity Credibility - Assure internal coherence of findings 

and concepts are systematically related 

- Within-case analysis 

- Data analysis 

- Data analysis 

External Validity Transferability - Compare evidence with extant 

literature 

- Data analysis 

Reliability Dependability - Use multiple researchers 

- Record observations and actions as 

concrete as possible 

- Record data, mechanically develop case 

study database 

- Use peer review/examination 

- Data collection 

- Data collection 

- Data collection 

- Data analysis 

 

 

 

Source: Adapted from Riege (2003, p. 78-79) 

To assure construct validity different sources have been used, there have been an establishment 

regarding chain of evidence, and a key informant has reviewed the focus group guide. The 

internal validity has been tested through a within-case analysis. Assure internal coherence of 

findings and concepts is also used and is achieved through cross-checking the results. To assure 

external validity a comparison between the evidence and extant literature has been made in the 

data analysis. To test reliability, the thesis consists of multiple researchers and the observations 

have been recorded as concrete as possible. The recorded data was mechanically recorded and a 

case study database was developed in order to provide organized and documented data.   
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4. Empirical data  

This chapter will cover the primary data collection for this thesis. The chapter includes 

presentations about the movie excerpts and how the data was collected, followed by the 

empirical data for the two research questions. The primary data collection is presented based on 

the conceptual framework and will provide the data needed for answering the overall purpose 

and research questions.  

4.1. Movie excerpts 

The content analysis provided information about the placements different presentation modes, if 

they were visual, audio, or combined audio-visual. If the placements were subtle or prominent 

and which product category they were in (appendix A shows more detailed information). In the 

movie excerpt from Hangover there were 19 placements recognized by the authors of this thesis, 

Hancock had 23 placements, and Southpaw had 20 placements.  

4.2. Data gathering from the focus groups 

The data gathering consisted of three focus groups where the first group consisted of six 

participants and they were exposed to a movie excerpt from Hangover, the second group 

consisted of five participants and they were exposed to Hancock. The third focus group consisted 

of six participants and they were exposed to Southpaw. The sessions were recorded and after this 

documented, from this documentation the answers to each research question got summarized to 

be presented in a logical manner. After each 15-minute movie excerpt a list with the brands from 

the movie were provided and the participants were asked to select which brands they recognized 

from the excerpts. This was followed by the semi-structured interview questions regarding brand 

recognition. When the participants had given answers to the first research question, the one-

minute movie excerpt was shown. This excerpt concerned the second research question about the 

placement’s congruence and audience acceptance.   
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4.3. Brand recognition 

The empirical data for brand recognition is summarized in table 4.1, with exception for 

individual thoughts and opinions that stood out about the subject. This is based on the data 

gathering from the three focus groups and the interview guide with questions and discussions 

concerning brand recognition. The participants were exposed to the 15-minute excerpts before 

they started answering questions and discuss about the subject.  

Table 4.1: Empirical data for brand recognition 

Brand 

recognition 

Focus group one 

(Hangover) 

Focus group two 

(Hancock) 

Focus group three 

(Southpaw) 

Recognized 

brands 

Mercedes, Caesars Palace, 

Ray-Ban, Planet, and 

Jägermeister.  

However, the brands that 

stood out the most were: 

Mercedes, Caesars Palace, 

and Jägermeister. 

Ray-Ban, BMW, Dodge, 

YouTube, Mercedes, 

Gentleman Jim Bourbon, 

Dunkin’ Donuts and 

McDonald’s.  

However, the brands that 

stood out the most were: 

McDonald’s, Dodge, and 

YouTube. 

Monster, HBO, The 

walking dead, Adidas, 

Rockstar, Powerade, 

Everlast, Madison Square 

Garden, Apple, and 

Bentley. 

However, the brands that 

stood out the most were:  

Monster, Rockstar, Apple 

and Adidas. 

What it is 

that makes 

brands 

memorable 

Mercedes was according to 

the participants annoying 

and almost ridiculous since 

it appeared so many times 

and in close-up scenes. 

Caesars Palace was 

recognized since it is an 

iconic hotel in Las Vegas, 

the participants believed 

that Caesars Palace is the 

According to the 

participants McDonald’s 

was an odd placement to 

use in the scenes since it 

had nothing to do with the 

movie or its plot, e.g. the 

characters never eat there. 

Dodge was recognized 

since it was close-up scenes 

and repetition, but in the 

The placements of 

Monster and Rockstar 

were to some participants 

too much, meaning they 

appeared in almost every 

shoot, which made it hard 

to miss and felt annoying. 

According to the 

participants, they 

recognized Adidas since 
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place to stay when visiting 

Las Vegas. The placement 

of Jägermeister was 

recognized since the 

participants could identify 

with the drink since they 

had used it before and 

would use it for future 

parties.  

 

scenes Dodge appeared, 

nothing was happening, 

they were “boring” and the 

participants did not pay 

attention to the plot. 

YouTube on the other hand, 

was something the 

participants used on a daily 

basis and could identify 

with.  

this placement was 

zoomed in at the 

beginning of the movie 

where there was not much 

happening. Apple on the 

other hand was recognized 

since it did not seem to fit 

with the movie’s plot and 

the participants were 

annoyed with this 

placement, since they 

believed it only was there 

to promote the product 

instead of contributing 

with something to the plot.  

Brand 

familiarity 

The brands that were 

recognized were familiar to 

the participants. They had 

seen other brands which 

were shown very clearly in 

the movie, however, they 

were not able to remember 

the brand names, since they 

had never heard about 

these. 

The recognized brands were 

familiar to the participants. 

They concluded that 

familiar brands were crucial 

when it comes to what 

brands they recognize. 

The participants were 

familiar with the 

recognized brands, which 

they also discussed was a 

reason for remembering 

them. They believed that 

they would not reflect 

over an unfamiliar brand, 

since it would not provide 

any associations and 

therefore be easily 

forgotten.   
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Exposure 

time 

The participants could not 

tell exactly how many 

times they had seen the 

brands since they were 

shown during the most part 

of the excerpt. However, 

the participants saw 

Jägermeister once. 

Mercedes stood out since 

the participants felt like 

this placement had long 

sequences where it was 

shown and reappeared 

more often than others.  

 

They could not remember 

how many times the brands 

appeared in the movies, 

only that they were 

repeated.  

The participants 

remembered that YouTube 

only appeared once and it 

stood out as the longest 

placement in the movie 

excerpt despite that it was 

only shown once.  

 

The participants could not 

tell how many times they 

saw the brands, however, 

they discussed that they 

were shown all the time. 

Except for Apple, which 

the participants saw once. 

The rockstar placement 

was recognized as the 

longest placement since it 

was prominent and 

reappeared in the movie 

excerpts the most.  
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4.4. Congruence 

The empirical data for congruence is summarized in table 4.2, with exception for individual 

thoughts and opinions that stood out about the subject. This is based on the data gathering from 

the three focus groups and the interview guide with questions and discussions concerning the 

placement’s congruence and audience acceptance. The participants were exposed to the one-

minute excerpts before they started answering questions and discuss about the subject. 

 

Table 4.2: Empirical data for congruence 

Congruence Focus group one 

(Hangover) 

Focus group two 

(Hancock) 

Focus group three 

(Southpaw) 

Expectancy/ 

relevancy 

The participants could not 

expect the specific brand, 

however, they expected to 

see alcohol and luxury 

cars.  

The participants found 

Jägermesiter as a relevant 

choice for “a crazy night 

in Vegas”.  

The participants could not 

expect the specific brand. 

However, they expected 

cars, social media, guns and 

alcohol to be in the movie. 

YouTube is a well-known 

brand regarding social 

media and they believed it 

was relevant to use it.   

The participants could not 

expect the specific brand. 

However, they expected 

that sport-clothing brands, 

energy drinks, luxury cars 

and jewelry would be seen.  

Apple was not relevant, 

since it had nothing to do 

with the movie. 
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Perceived fit 

and 

individual 

judgements 

They believed that 

Jägermeister was fitting. It 

was fitting because if the 

participants themselves 

were going to Las Vegas, 

they would have drunk 

Jägermeister when 

celebrating something big.  

The participants thought 

that the placement was 

fitting. They felt that 

YouTube was the most 

appropriate way to show 

Hancock what he had done 

wrong. They found that 

showing the YouTube-clip 

on a computer was fitting, 

this because almost 

everyone has a computer at 

home. 

Despite that the 

participants had an iPhone 

and liked it, the Apple 

placement was not fitting. 

They believed that this 

placement was unnecessary 

and only shown to promote 

the Apple product (iPhone) 

and show their functions, 

i.e. using iMessage. 

 Plot 

connection 

The participants found 

Jägermeister and the use of 

alcohol as highly 

connected to the plot as the 

whole movie revolves 

around a party night with 

heavy drinking. It would, 

according to them, have 

been unnatural not to place 

alcohol in this type of 

movie.  

They believed that 

YouTube was connected to 

the plot, since the movie’s 

plot was about changing 

Hancock’s image from 

villain to superhero. The 

use of YouTube was 

perceived as “the best way 

to show a behavior that 

needs to be changed”. 

The participant did not 

think that the placement of 

Apple (iPhone) was 

connected to the plot. They 

believed that if the 

message that was sent 

would be shown in a later 

scene, then it would have 

been connected to the plot 

and gained value to the 

scene. 

 Acceptance  The placement was 

portrayed acceptingly 

according to the 

participants. They felt that 

is was accepted since there 

was not excessive or 

irresponsible use of 

The participants found the 

placement accepting, some 

of the characteristics 

discussed was that 

YouTube is something 

normal, something they use 

by themselves when they 

The participants thought 

that this placement was an 

unaccepted placement. 

They felt that Apple 

(iPhone) had nothing to do 

with the plot and the 

placement was only there 
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Jägermeister shown. 

Furthermore, as the brand 

and bottle was not shown 

so clearly, none of the 

participants thought of it as 

a commercial for the 

specific brand. 

want to show or watch a 

clip. One participant 

questioned the length of the 

scene and said that if it 

would have been a few 

seconds longer, she would 

think it was unaccepted. 

as a commercial, which 

was interpreted as 

disturbing.  

Product 

category 

The participants found 

product placement of 

alcohol to be okay, since it 

portrays a part of the 

everyday life and it 

enhances the reality of the 

movie.  

 

They felt that it is okay to 

use YouTube as a 

placement because it is 

neutral. They did not feel 

that anyone could be 

offended by the use of 

YouTube and they also 

believed that they are the 

main users of it.  

They believed that 

placements of this product 

category are okay, if it 

does not get too much. 

Some concerns were raised 

during the discussion, e.g. 

people how do not afford 

an iPhone may be offended 

or discriminated. However, 

they all agreed that it is 

okay to use this product 

category as product 

placement and if it is not 

too much, they would even 

appreciate this.  
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5. Data analysis 

In this chapter, the empirical data will be analyzed. The empirical data will be compared to 

theories and concepts from the conceptual framework. A within-case analysis is therefore used to 

compare the collected data with existing theories. The primary data was collected through focus 

group interviews and a content analysis, which is the base for the upcoming analysis.  

5.1. Brand recognition analysis 

This section will provide an analysis about brand recognition. It will be compared with existing 

theories and findings concerning brand recognition and the empirical data from the focus groups, 

which is presented in chapter four.   

5.1.1. Product category and movie genres 

Chen & Wang (2016) study on placements with respect to product categories is used. The 

different brands and their product categories are listed;

• Mercedes (Automobile) 

• Caesars Palace (Service company) 

• Ray-Ban (Clothing) 

• Planet (Service company) 

• Jägermeister (Beverage) 

• BMW (Automobile) 

• Dodge (Automobile) 

• YouTube (Media and entertainment) 

• Gentleman Jim Bourbon (Beverage) 

• Dunkin’ Donuts (Retailer) 

• McDonald’s (Restaurant) 

• Monster (Beverage) 

• HBO (Media and entertainment) 

• The walking dead (Media and 

entertainment) 

• Adidas (Electronic equipment) 

• Rockstar (Beverage)  

• Powerade (Beverage) 

• Everlast (Retailer) 

• Madison Square Garden (Other) 

• Apple (Electronic equipment) 

• Bentley (Automobile)
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From the brands that stood out the most (see table 5.1), the product categories were beverage, 

media and entertainment, automobile, electronic equipment, restaurant, and service company. 

From the focus groups, there are two reasons for beverage (Rockstar, Monster, and Jägermeister) 

being recognized, the first one is repeated placements (Monster and Rockstar) that appeared in 

most shoots, which made them annoying and hard to miss. The second one is familiarity, 

meaning that Jägermeister is something that the participants have used before and will continue 

to use in the future. The media and entertainment placement (YouTube), was recognized since it 

was familiar, it is something the participants used on a daily basis and could identify with. Based 

on the data from the focus groups, the automobile placements (Mercedes and Dodge) had two 

reasons for their recognition. The participants found Mercedes annoying and almost ridiculous 

since it appeared so often in the movie excerpt. Dodge on the other hand, was recognized since 

the scenes it was placed in were boring, meaning that they did not pay attention to the movie’s 

plot. The service company placement (Caesars Palace) was recognized since the individuals 

found it iconic. The restaurant placement (McDonald’s) was recognized since it was odd, 

meaning that it had nothing to do with the movie and its plot. The electronic equipment 

placements (Adidas and Apple) had two reasons for their recognition. Adidas was recognized 

because of the plot’s lack of excitement and the brand was zoomed in. Apple on the other hand, 

was recognized since the participants found this placement unnecessary and only shown to 

promote the product, which was something they found annoying.        

Table 5.1: Recognized brands 

Movie Recognized brands 

Hangover Mercedes, Caesars Palace, Jägermeister 

Hancock Dodge, YouTube, McDonald’s 

Southpaw Monster, Rockstar, Adidas, Apple 
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Park & Berger’s (2010) study examined if brand recognition differs between movie genres 

(action, comedy, and drama). From the focus group discussions, there are some similarities and 

differences on how brand recognition is generated. The comedy excerpt generated recognition 

through an iconic building and a desire to stay there. The comedy and action excerpts generated 

brand recognition through relatable products that the participants use themselves. The drama 

excerpt was the only excerpt that generated recognition through an inappropriate placement, 

which made the participant feel like it was only placed there to promote the product. The drama 

and action excerpts generated brand recognition through lack of excitement in the plots. Park & 

Berger (2010) stated that brand recognition in drama movies is most common. Since the focus 

group findings do not indicate any particular difference on how brand recognition is generated, it 

is not clear which movie genre that generates the most recognition. However, the number of 

recognized brands were most in the drama excerpt, which is consistent with Park & Berger’s 

(2010) finding.  

5.1.2. Mode of presentation and level of prominence  

Gupta & Lord (1998) present three modes; visual where the product appears visually, audio 

where the product appears verbally, and combined audio-visual where the product appears both 

visually and verbally. The study stated that prominent placements are highly visible regarding 

size and position and subtle placements are background props, or small in size (Gupta & Lord, 

1998). 

From the focus group discussion regarding what it is that makes the brands recognizable, it came 

through that close-up scenes of different placements were a common ground for recognition. The 

close-up scenes consisted of placements that were highly visible regarding size and position, 

which is consistent with Gupta & Lord’s (1998) definition of a prominent placement. The 

recognized brands are mostly visual and combined audio-visual in their presentation, based on 

the content analysis (appendix A). The visual placements appeared visually and the combined 

audio-visual placements appeared both verbally and visually in the excerpts, which is consistent 

with Gupta & Lord’s (1998) theory on different modes of presentation.   
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5.1.3. Brand familiarity 

Brennan & Babin (2004) stated that familiar brands lead to a higher level of recognition than 

unfamiliar ones. Brand familiarity often exhibit powerful associations with product categories, 

which makes them more accessible in memory (Brennan & Babin, 2004). From the focus group 

discussions, the recognized brands were all familiar to the participants. They believed that 

familiarity was of importance to recognize brands in movies, because if an unfamiliar 

brand/product appears they would not reflect over the placed brand/product, meaning they would 

not get any associations with the brand/product and therefore forget it easier. In one of the focus 

groups (Hangover) this became very clear since they said that they remembered some 

placements that were shown very prominent in the movie, but could not remember the names. 

This is consistent with Brennan & Babin’s (2004) theory, which states that brand familiarity 

exhibit powerful associations that make product categories more accessible in memory. 

However, the authors cannot state that familiar brands lead to a higher level of recognition since 

this thesis has a qualitative approach instead of quantitative.   

5.1.4. Exposure time 

Park & Berger (2010) bring up that repetition is crucial in the exposure theory, meaning the more 

exposed a person is to a specific object, e.g. a brand or product, the more favorably it is 

evaluated. Brennan’s et al. (1999) study investigates to which extent exposure time can affect 

viewers’ recognition of brands in movies.  

From the focus group discussions, the recognized brands were either repeated or had long 

exposure times. The repetitiveness of the placements led however to longer exposure times. 

According to the participants, Mercedes, YouTube, and Rockstar were recognized to have the 

longest exposure times, and as some participants felt, it was almost “too much”. However, by 

the authors analysis the brands that stood out, i.e. Mercedes, Caesars Palace, Jägermeister, 

McDonald’s, Dodge, YouTube, Apple, Monster, Rockstar, and Adidas were repeated, but the 

exposure times varied. It is unclear how exposure time can affect brand recognition, but based on 

the findings from the focus group discussion, exposure time and repetition seem to impact how 

brand recognition is generated.  
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5.2. Congruence analysis 

This section will provide an analysis about congruence. It will be compared with existing 

theories and findings concerning congruence and the empirical data from the focus groups, 

which is presented in chapter four.   

5.2.1. Product category  

Based on the product categories from Chen & Wang (2016) the placements concerning 

congruence have been categorized. Jägermeister is beverage, YouTube is media and 

entertainment, and Apple is electronic equipment. According to the participants Jägermeister and 

YouTube were seen as congruent placements, because they were expected, relevant, perceived as 

fitting, and connected to the plot. The participants found Apple as an incongruent placement 

since it was unexpected, irrelevant, not perceived as fitting, and not connected to the plot. This 

will be explained further on.  

The participants found the congruent placements accepting. Jägermeister was accepting since it 

did not show any excessive or irresponsible use of the product and YouTube was seen as 

accepting since it was something normal and something they use on a daily basis. The 

incongruent placement was unaccepting according to the participants. This because they felt that 

the placement was only there to do commercial for the product and was perceived as disturbing.  

According to the participants, alcohol (beverage) was okay to use as a placement, because it 

portrays the everyday life and it enhances the reality of the movie. In the case of Hangover, it 

would have been unnatural not to involve alcohol as the whole movie is based on the story of a 

party night. The media and entertainment was also okay to use as a product placement since it 

was seen as a neutral product. The participants found that it could not be offending to use 

YouTube and they also believed that they (young adults) are the main users of it. Lastly, the 

participants found the electronic equipment placement okay to use as a placement or even be 

appreciated, as long as it does not get too much. Sung’s et al. (2009) finding that alcohol is 

unaccepted among the audience is therefore not consistent with this thesis’ results.  
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5.2.2. Expectancy and relevancy  

Fleck & Quester (2007) provide theory on congruence and that expectancy and relevancy can be 

used to measure it, meaning if the audience expect a company to appear or if it is relevant for a 

company to appear in an event. According to the focus group discussions, the placements in 

Hangover and Hancock were expected while the placement in Southpaw was not. This is based 

on the participants’ statements and expectations regarding which product categories that would 

appear in the movie excerpts. There was a common ground in each focus group regarding 

expectancy, they could not guess the specific brands that were expected, only the product 

categories.  

From the focus group discussions, the placements in Hangover and Hancock was relevant to the 

participants, while the participants from Southpaw found their placement irrelevant. From the 

discussions in Southpaw they found Apple irrelevant since it did not have anything to do with the 

movie and its plot. Jägermeister and YouTube were perceived as relevant to the participants 

since they found Jägermeister as an appropriate choice for “a crazy night in Vegas” and 

YouTube was an appropriate choice since it is a well-known brand regarding the product 

category media and entertainment. According to Fleck & Quester (2007) expectancy is more 

important than relevancy regarding congruence. However, it needs to be some degree of 

relevancy, otherwise it can fail to make an impact (Fleck & Quester, 2007). Based on the focus 

group discussions it seems like relevancy affect congruence more than expectancy, since the 

participants had troubles determine which specific brands that were expected. The different 

results can depend on the studies separate approaches, Fleck & Quester (2007) investigate 

congruence in the sponsorship industry while this thesis has its focus on the product placement 

industry. 

5.2.3. Perceived fit and individual judgements 

Balasubramanian et al. (2006) refer congruence to the perceived ‘fit’ between the editorial 

content/story and the brands. Congruence can be affected by individual judgements about the 

product, communicator, medium, and message dimensions. According to the participants 

Jägermeister and YouTube were fitting with the movie setting while Apple was not. Jägermeister 

and YouTube were seen as fitting since it is something they use themselves. This perceived fit of 
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these placements, indicates that the participants have positive individual judgements about the 

product and message dimensions. The participants that discussed the Apple placement were all 

positive regarding the product, however, it was still seen as unfitting. This indicates that the 

participants’ individual judgements about the message dimension were negative, since they 

believed that this placement was unnecessary, only shown to promote the Apple product 

(iPhone) and to demonstrate its functions, i.e. using iMessage. Balasubramanian et al. (2006) 

found that congruent placements lead to affective outcomes while incongruent placements lead 

to cognitive outcomes. The participants’ discussions are consistent with Balasubramanian’s et al. 

(2006) finding. The congruent placements, i.e. Jägermeister and YouTube led to affective 

outcomes since the participants started to talk about associations, memories and usage of the 

products. For the incongruent placement, discussions about associations, memories and usage did 

not occur.  

5.2.4. Plot connection 

Based on the Associative Network Theory, Verhellen et al. (2016) investigated if the perceived 

fit between the movie and the brand will increase if the placement is connected to the plot. 

According to the participants Jägermeister and YouTube were connected to the plot, since the 

brands were fitting with the movie setting and the plot. Which implies that the placements are 

congruent. The participants found Apple as an incongruent placement since it was unfitting with 

the movie setting and was not connected to the plot. Verhellen’s et al. (2016) results show that a 

more plot connected brand increases the perceived fit. This is consistent with the focus group 

discussions, the participants found that the brands that were more connected to the plot were 

congruent, while the placement that was not connected to the plot was incongruent.  

5.2.5. Mode of presentation and level of prominence  

Gupta & Lord (1998) present three modes; visual where the product appears visually, audio 

where the product appears verbally, and combined audio-visual where the product appears both 

visually and verbally. The study stated that prominent placements are highly visible regarding 

size and position and subtle placements are background props, or small in size (Gupta & Lord, 

1998). From the focus group discussions, a common ground for the congruent placements can be 

seen. These placements appeared both visually and verbally, which is consistent with Gupta & 
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Lord’s (1998) presentation mode: combined audio-visual. The incongruent placement was shown 

purely visual, which is consistent with Gupta & Lord’s (1998) presentation mode: visual. All 

placements were exposed highly visual regarding their size and position on the screen, which is 

consistent with Gupta & Lord’s (1998) theory on prominent placements. These results indicate 

that presentation mode can affect congruence rather than level of prominence, because it is the 

presentation mode that differs. 
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6. Findings and conclusions 

Chapter four and five provided this thesis with empirical data and analysis of the existing 

theories and concepts from the conceptual framework. This chapter will therefore answer the 

research questions that are stated in chapter one. It will be done through drawing conclusions 

and findings. This will answer to the overall purpose, which is to investigate how brand 

recognition is produced through product placement in top-grossing Hollywood movies and how 

congruence can affect audience acceptance.   

6.1. Brand recognition 

RQ1: How does product placement in top-grossing Hollywood movies generate brand 

recognition? 

From the data analysis, conclusions can now be drawn. From the focus groups five factors for 

how brand recognition is generated in top-grossing Hollywood movies arose. The first one was 

annoyance, meaning that the placements appeared often in the shoots or that the participants 

found that the placement was only integrated to promote the product. Another factor was 

familiarity, meaning that the participants recognized brands that they had used or was using 

themselves. Lack of excitement in the scenes was also one factor for brand recognition, meaning 

that the participants found the scene boring and focused on zoomed in placements instead. The 

fourth factor was that the placements were unnecessary, meaning that the participants found the 

placements odd and had nothing to do with the plot. The last factor was iconic, meaning that the 

participants recognized a famous and iconic place since they wanted to stay there.   

From the focus group discussion on what it is that makes the brands recognizable it came 

through that close-up scenes of different placement were a common ground for recognition in the 

three focus groups. The close-up scenes consisted of placements that were prominent. Based on 

the content analysis, the recognized brands are mostly visual and combined audio-visual in their 

presentation.  

There were similarities and differences between the movie genres on how brand recognition was 

generated, the focus groups had however a common ground: brand familiarity. The recognized 
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brands consisted of familiar brands which gave the participants associations and were therefore 

easier to remember than unfamiliar ones. It is unclear how exposure time can affect brand 

recognition, but based on the findings from the focus group discussion, exposure time and 

repetition seem to influence how brand recognition is generated.  

6.2. Congruence 

RQ2: How is audience’s acceptance of a brand’s presence in top-grossing Hollywood movies 

dependent on the congruence of the placement?  

From the data analysis, conclusions can now be drawn. The first conclusion is that audience 

acceptance is dependent on a placements congruence. Since the placements that the participants 

perceived as congruent (Jägermeister and YouTube) were accepted, while the placement that the 

participants perceived as incongruent (Apple) was unaccepted. The three focus groups found it 

okay to use product categories such as beverage, media and entertainment, and electronic 

equipment as placements. However, since the participants found Apple as unaccepted, it leads to 

the conclusion that audience acceptance is dependent on a placement’s congruence rather than 

product category. Therefore, factors such as expectancy, relevancy, perceived fit and individual 

judgements, and plot connection affected audience’s acceptance in this study. 

The product categories of the congruent placements were expected in the movies while the 

product category of the incongruent placement was not. The congruent placements were relevant 

to the movie excerpts since they were perceived as appropriate choices, while the incongruent 

placement was irrelevant to the movie and its plot. However, based on the focus group 

discussions it seems like relevancy affect congruence more than expectancy, since the 

participants had troubles determine which specific brands to expect. 

The congruent placements were fitting with the movie setting since it is something the 

participants use themselves, while the incongruent placement was not. However, the incongruent 

placement was also used by the participants but seen as unaccepted. The participants believed 

that the placement was only there to be promoted and unnecessary. This indicates that the 

individual judgements about the message dimension affect the congruence more than the product 

itself. The congruent placements led to affective outcomes since the participants started to talk 
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about associations, memories and usage of the products. For the incongruent placement, 

discussions about associations, memories and usage did not occur.  

From the focus group discussions, the participants found that the brands that were more 

connected to the plot were congruent, while the placement that was not connected to the plot was 

incongruent. The congruent placements had a common ground, their presentation modes were 

combined audio-visual. However, the congruent and incongruent placements were prominent 

which indicates that presentation mode can affect congruence rather than level of prominence, 

because it is the presentation mode that differs. 

6.3. Final conclusions 

In order to answer the overall purpose, final conclusions are drawn. Five factors for how brand 

recognition is generated in top-grossing Hollywood movies arose based on the focus group 

discussions. The first one was annoyance, means that the placements appeared often in the 

shoots or that the participants found that the placements only were integrated to promote the 

product. Another factor was familiarity, meaning that the participants recognized brands that 

they had used or were using themselves. Lack of excitement in the scenes was also one factor for 

brand recognition, meaning that the participants found the scene boring and focused on brands 

that were zoomed in instead. The fourth factor was that the placements were unnecessary, 

meaning that the participants found the placements odd and had nothing to do with the plot. The 

last factor was iconic, meaning that the participants recognized a famous and iconic place since 

they wanted to stay there.   

Based on the empirical data from the focus groups, audience acceptance is dependent on the 

placements congruence. The participants perceived Jägermeister and YouTube as congruent and 

accepted placements, while Apple was perceived as an incongruent and unaccepted placement. 

However, the product categories were okay to use as placements. This led to the conclusion that 

audience acceptance is dependent on a placement’s congruence rather than product category. 

Therefore, factors such as expectancy, relevancy, perceived fit and individual judgements, and 

plot connection affected audience’s acceptance. It seems like relevancy affect congruence more 

than expectancy. According to the participants, congruent placements led to affective outcomes 

such as associations and memories, while the incongruent placement did not. The participants 
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also found that the brands that were more connected to the plot were congruent, while the 

incongruent placement was not.   

6.4. Implications for theory 

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate how brand recognition is produced through product 

placement in top-grossing Hollywood movies and how congruence can affect audience 

acceptance. This was carried through by describing already existing theories on product 

placement, brand recognition and congruence. This thesis explored brand recognition and 

audience acceptance with respect to congruence by gathering data from three focus groups. Some 

of the existing theories were strengthened and confirmed by the findings and conclusions of this 

thesis.  

However, the results also indicate some new findings. Regarding the congruence literature of 

product placement, one factor that can affect whether or not a placement is 

congruent/incongruent is relevancy. Another contribution with regards to the ethically charged 

product alcohol, which is often seen as unaccepting, is that if alcohol is perceived as congruent it 

can be accepted by the audience. For example, in this study Apple was seen as incongruent and 

unaccepted. Earlier research has not shown any indications for unethically charged products 

being unaccepted among the audience (Sung et al., 2009), which makes this thesis’ results 

implications for theory.  

Another contribution for theory are the five factors (annoyance, familiarity, lack of excitement, 

unnecessary, and iconic) that generate brand recognition. The available research on brand 

recognition of product placement is quantitative. Therefore, studies have examined and measured 

brand recognition with regards to the placements presentation mode or the placements level of 

prominence without examining the underlying factors on how brand recognition is generated. 

This leads to our contribution to theory, which are five underlying factors for how brand 

recognition is generated in top-grossing Hollywood movies.  
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6.5. Implications for management 

Based on the empirical data, analysis, conclusions, and findings, there are some implications for 

management. If the goal is to generate brand recognition, the implications for managements in 

the product placement industry are that there are five factors that can contribute with this. One 

way to produce brand recognition is to place brands/products in an annoying manner, e.g. a 

brand can reappear often in a movie. Another is to place brands that are well-known or iconic to 

the audience. The brands can also be placed in scenes where there is a lack of excitement, e.g. 

the placement can be zoomed in at the beginning of a movie where there is not much happening. 

The last factor is that the placements should be interpreted as unnecessary, e.g. that the 

placements have nothing to do with the movie and are perceived as odd.  

Another implication for management regarding top-grossing Hollywood movies is that a 

standardized approach generates brand recognition over national borders. Which implies that 

companies who uses product placement as a marketing tool can reach a worldwide audience if 

they are placed in top-grossing Hollywood movies. Based on this study, national brands and 

companies should not use product placement as a marketing tool if their goal is to reach a 

worldwide audience, since the recognized brands were international or global  

If the management want to gain audience acceptance regarding product placement in movies, 

they should make sure that the placements fit with the movie setting, are connected to the plot, 

relevant, and that the product categories are expected. The findings from this thesis implies that 

ethically charged products that are usually unaccepted, can be accepted by the audience if they 

are placed like this.  

6.6. Limitations of the research 

This thesis has some limitations that should be noted. The first limitation was that some of the 

participants did not perceive the questions as the authors had hoped. The focus group participants 

did not speak English as their native language which could have affected the way they 

interpreted the questions. The second limitation was the choice of data collection since a 

participant in the focus groups may be influenced by other participants and therefore changed 

their original answers or been afraid to say what they really thought. The last limitation is the 
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length of the movie excerpts. 15 minutes could be too long for the participants to keep their 

concentration, instead shorter movie excerpts could be used to increase the participants’ 

concentration throughout the whole excerpts. 

6.7. Suggestions for further research  

To gain more knowledge and understanding about the current situation of product placement, as 

well as its effects on brand recognition and audience acceptance with respect to congruence, 

further research is needed. Further research should take following suggestions into consideration 

when conducting studies with similar purpose.    

• Since exposure time showed and strengthen the unclear results with respect to brand 

recognition, this should be further investigated to establish clear results on its impact.  

• Further research on a placement’s congruence should involve expectancy and 

relevancy, since it is new and unexplored in the product placement industry. If the 

results are the same, this will strengthen the reliability of this thesis and add more 

value to the contribution.  

• Conduct the same study with a higher amount or shorter movie excerpts.  

• Conduct a study with a similar purpose to investigate how product placement in a 

domestic movie industry generate brand recognition and how audience acceptance is 

dependent on congruence. 

• Based on the five factors that generate brand recognition, analyze how brand attitude 

is affected by these placements.
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Appendix A: Content analysis of movie excerpts  

This appendix includes product placement from Hangover, Southpaw, and Hancock. They are 

listed and described in presentation mode, level of prominence and product category.  

 

Hangover (2009) 

Brand Mode Prominence Category Brand Mode Prominence Category 

Richard’s 

floral 

company 

Visual Prominent Service 

company 

Caesars 

palace 

Combined  Prominent Service 

company 

Las 

Vegas 

Visual/ 

audio 

Prominent Other Mercedes Combined Prominent Automobil

e 

DNX Visual Subtle Other Divine 

Dentistry 

Audio Subtle Service 

company 

NX Visual Subtle Service 

company 

Family 

choice 

Visual Subtle Drugs 

(pharmaceu

-tical) 

Lay’s Visual Subtle Food Planet Visual Subtle Service 

company 

Rogaine Combined Subtle Personal 

care item 

Harrah’s Visual Subtle Service 

company 

Listerine Visual Subtle Personal 

care item 

Treasure 

Island 

Visual Subtle Service 

company 

Ray-Ban Visual Subtle Clothing Jägermeister Combined Prominent Beverage 

Volvo Visual Subtle Automobile Puma Visual Subtle Clothing 
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Gas n’ 

Gulp 

Visual Prominent Retailer         

 

Hancock (2008)  

Brand Mode Prominence Category Brand Mode Prominence Category 

Mazda Visual Subtle Automobile Gentleman 

Jim 

Bourbon 

Visual Subtle Beverage 

Ford Visual Subtle Automobile GMC Visual Subtle Automobile 

Everest Visual Subtle Clothing Dior Visual Prominent Clothing 

Weller 

court 

Visual Subtle Retailer Korean Air Visual Subtle Service 

company 

Ray-Ban Audio Prominent Clothing McDonald’s Audio Subtle Restaurant 

Festiva 

shoes 

Visual Subtle Retailer Restaurant 

Clariza 

Visual Subtle Restaurant 

CZN 

News 

Visual Prominent Media and 

entertainment 

Dodge Visual Prominent Automobile 

BMW Visual Subtle Automobile Walkman Visual Subtle Electronic 

equipment 

Dunkin 

donuts 

Visual Prominent Retailer Penske 

Truck 

Rental 

Visual Prominent Service 

company 

Mercedes Visual Subtle Automobile Saturn Visual Subtle Automobile 
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Honda Visual Subtle Automobile Fitover 

navigator 

Visual Prominent/ 

subtle 

Clothing 

Youtube Combined Prominent Media and 

entertainment 

        

 

Southpaw (2015) 

Brand Mode Prominenc

e 

Category Brand Mode Prominence Category 

Adidas Visual Prominent Electronic 

equipment  

WBO Visual Subtle Non-profit 

organization 

Swan Visual Subtle Personal care 

item 

Grant 

professional 

Visual Prominent Clothing 

JME Visual Subtle/ 

prominent 

Other FUQUA 

promotions 

Visual Subtle/ 

prominent 

Service 

company 

Monster Visual Prominent Beverage Madison 

square 

garden 

Combined Prominent Other 

Rockstar Visual Prominent Beverage HBO Visual Prominent Media and 

entertainme-

nt 

Everlast Visual Subtle Retailer Dell Visual Subtle Electronic 

equipment 

Title 

boxing 

Visual Prominent Retailer Lay’s Visual Subtle Food 

Twitter Visual Subtle Media and 

entertainment 

Sony Visual Subtle Electronic 

equipment 
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Apple Visual Prominent Electronic 

equipment 

Powerade Visual Subtle Beverage 

Walking 

dead 

Audio Subtle Media and 

entertainment 

Bentley Visual Subtle Automobile 
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Appendix B: Focus group guide  
 

Introduction   

Greet everyone welcome and explain how this session will be constructed. Clarify the basic 

concepts of product placement, describe that a placement can be visual, audio, or combined 

audio-visual and that it could be shown in the background or in the center of attention. This will 

be done without mentioning that this study has it focus on brand recognition and congruence. 

After showing the movie excerpt, there will be some questions about product placement, brand 

recognition and congruence.  

Product placement 

- Are you familiar with product placement? 

  - What do you think about brands that appear in a movie? 

 - Do you think that a placement’s presentation can affect your opinion about brands being 

presented in a movie?  

- Have you ever seen or heard a placement before?  

  - If yes, do you remember how it was presented? 

    - Why do you think that you remembered this placement?  

Brand recognition 

After the movie excerpts are shown, each participant will get a list with the brands from the 

movies and they are asked to answer the following questions.  

- Which of the following brand/s comes to mind when you have watched this clip?  

- Which brand/s stood out?  

  - Why, what makes the brand/s recognizable to you?  

- Did you see this brand/s more than once in this clip?  

 - If yes, how many?  

- Were you familiar with this brand/s before?  

Congruence 

At this point, the moderators go back and show one-minute excerpts from the before shown 15-

minute movie excerpts. Here the focus will be on congruence and not the brands.   
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- Does it makes sense to you that this brand has used product placement in this movie?  

  - Please elaborate your answer.  

-  Did you expect this brand to appear in the movie?  

  - Please elaborate your answer.  

- Do you think that the placement is fitting with the movie setting? 

  - Please elaborate your answer.  

- Do you think that the placement is connected to the plot?  

  - Please elaborate your answer.  

- In your opinion, has this placement been portrayed acceptingly?  

  - If yes, what characteristics of the placement makes it accepted? 

  - If no, how should the placement be presented in order to be accepted?  

- What do you think about product placement of this product category?  

  - Please elaborate your answer. 

 


